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Rminism a~d Multiculturalism: 
Recognition of difference and 
beyond 

Altksandra Alund. 

Women who !me immigrated, u well as !he questions of ethnicity and mulliculturalism. 
have been lnvisll,le in msinsbam feminist =ean:h in Sweden. In lhe context of the in
temalional feminist debate, however, these issucs are gaining high priority. For some 
time now lhc importance of pursuing politics of recognition of cullUilll differences hu 
been on the agenda. But now lhc debate is turning towllds a critical examination of lnho
rent lraps. The article examines lhc problematic of cullUilll essentialism - a discursive 
tenain shared by Peminism and Multiculturalism. MulticullUilll policies and politics of 
recognition risk reducing social inequalities to cullUilll differences and thereby promo-
. ting lhc social exclusion of ethnic minorities. If «recognition• is of an oppositional «ot

hen, and if it fails to acknowledge that identities are hybrid and composite, it risks lap
sing Into cultunl esaentialism. In onler to counter culturalism. feminists need, it is main
tained, to dew,lop a conception of social citmnship which linb citizenship to issues of 
social rights u well u lhc exigenc'es of a transethnic dialogue and politics of solidarity. 

1. Multiculturalism and social exclusion 
We live in an epoch in which processes of transnational compression an, accompanied 
by those of fragmentation. The latter an: crucial to the construction of new and new-old 
individual, local, regional and ethnic identities. These processes, frequently painful, 
have become increasingly influenced by public discourses pregnant with intolerance 
and exclusivism in relation to the Other. This is evident in the current conflicts between 
different ethnic groups in the new Baltic States, the former Yugoslavia, etc., as well as in 
the multiethnic EU. 

The sense of national community is weakened or threatened by homogenizing inter
nationalization, the decline or even collapse of the Welfare State, and the growth of po-
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litical anonymity in the shadow of the supranationalism of the EU. The sweeping eco
nomic transformation and consequent class differentiation, the dissolution of traditional 
ways of life, and widespread unemployment and social debarment have resulted in ex
tensive uncertainty of identity. The answer to this insecurity is more and more frequent
ly identity-wise reannarment based on negative comparisons between «Europeans» and 
«immigrants• ~>t-US» and «them•. 

The quest for identity seems to be Mediated through the fragmenting symbols and 
rhetoric of culture, ethnicity, regionalism and community. The notion of community has 
been fundamental in· this coptext, though not unproblematic. In the discussion of Identi
ty politics in particular, the .meaning of coherence and community was considered as · 
problematic (cf. Young 1990). It relates increasingly to the particularity of identity or· 
place. But it also celebrates differences and uniqueness in a world of migration, globali
zation, cultural amalgamation and merging, which discloses the dilemmas and ambigui
ties of modem society (Alund 1995). 

In a world in which the search for roots has. become widespread • from national 
identities to identity politics. the multiple expiession of exclusion has spread. The uni
ting core of different exclusionary practizes is often a cultural rationalization of social 
tensions regulated and controlled through definitions of normality; i.e. problematizing 
members of «other» ethnic groups, or immigrants and refugees - not least «immigrant 
women• - as burdened with backward traditions that create differences and conflicts 
with the stipulated normality. Thus the new, harsher social realities of a multiethnic so
ciety tend to be understood in simplistic culture-related terms. Culturalization - a cultu
re-related smoothing out of social inequality and discrimination (Alund &. Schierup, 
1991, Alund 1993, 1994) - occupies a prominent place in the processes of change cur
rently affecting European soc;iety. 

Cultural differences are cultivated and polarized. The increasingly common political 
and popular argument focuses on whether various groups of refugees and immigrants 
are suitable or unsuitable, more or less adaptable or foreign, to a greater or lesser extent 
Here is the basis for a differentiation and selection among people in cultural terms; its 
extension supplies the basis of legitimacy for what has been termed «Fortress Europe» 
and the «Mediterranean Wall». Immigration and immigrant policies are coordinated or 
«harmonized» restrictively via selection and special treatment at the frontiers of Fortress 
Europe. 

There is a growing interconnection between reinforced external barriers and Internal 
constraints such as discrimination on the labour market, segregation in housing, political 
marginalization and racism in everyday life. Behind the labels of refugee, immigrant 
and the new underclass, a new kind of second-dass citizen, The Stranger, is appearing in 
Europe (Alund 1995). The risk that the culturalization of SO<,ial disparities will become 
a type of «new racism• has often been pointed out (cf. Alund &. Schierup 1991, Wrench 
& Solomos 1993, Silverman, 1992). The winds of right-wing extremism are once again 
blowing through Europe. 

Thus the tendencies towards the exclusion of immigrants and their offspring reflect 
contemporary processes connecting the crisis of the Welfare State, fundamental societal 
transformations and a deterioration of social conditions with anxiety over the future Eu-
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ropean Union, migration, and the spread of rscism and its relationship with contempo
rary nationalism(s). The situation Is a hot-bed for the growth of populist movements, lo
calisms and the building of boundaries between cultures. 

Culturalism, which in 80 many ways affects our understanding of the process of 
change In modern society, with all its social tensions, conflicts and inequalities, has a 
powerful effect on choice of direction in immigrant policies in Sweden as well as in the 
rest of Europe. It i• therefore important to look critically at its extent and the part it 
plays, 80 that real social inequality is not hidden in a fog of stereotypical images of men
tal cultural differences commonly described as imported «immigrant problems». 

In Sweden (and elsewhere in Scandinavia) a cognitive ordering system embedded in 
the culturalist «The Immigrant as a Problem» discourse has even penetrated the theories 
and practices of Important popular movements such as the Trade Unions, the youth mo
vement and the feminist movemenl Among the consequences is a tacit acceptance of 
open discrimination against individuals with an immigrant background. There has been 
a move away from the renowned political visions of «equality», «freedom of choice» 
and «partnership» which in the mid-1970'• madced Sweden's proclaimed egalitarian, 
multi-cultural ideology. 

A gradual change occumd in the character of the public debate in the 1980's, espe
cially after 1988 when there was an intense debate about «refugees as a problem». Pu
blic debate has become increasingly concerned with the alleged criminal behaviour of 
Immigrants and with drawing boundaries between cultures. The dominant ideological 
trend has been towards culturalizing «problematic immigrants» rather than problemati
zing the structural restraints. A shift in ideological orientalion and institutional·practices 
seems to have taken place at various levels since the early 1990's. The complex PK'=
ses of reorientation range from heavy-handed symbolic manifestations of new, ideologi
cally and politically marginal. racist groups at street level (burning of crosses; assaults 
on refugee camps, etc.) to discrete and almost imperceptible reformulations of govern
ment reports which in general tend to focus on social problems. At the same time, ho
wever, a hierarchical ethnic division of labour (Schierup & Paulson 1994) has develo
ped: the Swedish countetpart to the familiar phenomenon of the «vertical mosaic» (Por
ter 1968). 

A blanlcet of obscurity is, however, all too easily cast over social problems such as 
segregation and discrimination of immigrants by culturalization of differences. The resi
dential segregation of immigrants is explained on the grounds of their cultural preferen
ce for living together (Andersson-Brolin 1984). Debarment from the labour marlcet is 
seen as being due to the immigrants» mentality. Bad health, early pensioning--0ff and 
long periods off sickness • especially In immigrant women • are explained with referen
ce to cultural peculiarities (cf. the critical discussion in Alund 1988, Knocke 1994 and 
Schierup &. Paulsson 1994). 

«The immigrant problem» is primarily a social problem. As a cultural problem it ap
pears at most as derived: a problem produced·in the country migrated to. Social debar
ment, discrimination, stigmatization and marginalization evolve in parallel with under
representation in the political system. Residential segregation is a fact which hits immi
grants hard. Everywhere In Europe we see immigrants being debarred and excluded. 
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The ultimate effect of different processes of social exclusion of new ethnic minorities -
referred to as «immigrants», generation after generation - carry the the risk of prolifera
tion of what Hans Magnus Enzensberger has called molecular urban warfare. 

Outsiderism can also help to create exclusionary subcultures. Modem cities tend to 
fragment into a patchworlc of apartheid-like «homelands» of subordinated outsiders. 
The formation of gangs; conflict; symbolic disputes and violence reflect the new pover
ty, civil insecurity and homelessness in society. This is the social context of cultural 
identity: the conditions of life'as it is lived set the stage for the drama of the formation of 
identity, its space and symboljp forms. An important backdrop to this drama comprises 
the cultural hierarchies which accompany society's social differentiation, regardless of 
whether the cultural pecking order is based on class, gender, age, ethnicity or race. 

Ethnic identities are fumly anchored in their social contexts and cannot be understo- · 
od away from their embeddcdness within particular social settings (Alund 1996a). Nu
merous ethnically mixed communities - such as Swedish multiethnic suburbs - have be
come isolated refuges, social havens in the midst of a modem «multicultural,. world. 
These structurally isolated and exploited areas of ethnic and class segregated living have 
frequently become the basis for political mobilization. Beyond new inclusive solidariti
es we can. however, in the constitution of these new often multi- and transethnic com
munities, find a number of exclusivist reactions. They may express a social closure to
wards «internally,., even if usually «externally» estranged Others. The immigrants are 
the constructed Others who, in tum, construct their OWJI Other. Development of this kind 
of «ethnic absolutism» (Gilroy 1987) can thus be understood as a modem reaction to 
contemporary forms of exclusion from the dominant culture and structure. Social ine
qualities create cultural differences, but without a reflexive connection between the two, 
«multiness,. may be understood as, and subsequently turned into, simple demands for 
the right to be culturally different 

The position of immigrants within the ethnicized societal division of labour, as well 
as in the societal status hierachy of culture. emphasizes the importance of the relations
hip between social structure and culture. Culture has become a universal ideological ca
tegory in the political struggle, an indispensable tool for techno-scientific administrati
on and organization of differences, a general common-sense popular clicM celebrating 
the separateness of «cultural belonging». Immigrants" ethnicity has become an expres
sion of a hierarchization of cultures, popularly reduced to questions such as the right of 
Sikhs to wear turbans or not; a stigmatized space offolklorlstic traditionalism. The pro
jection of oriental images onto Others is merely a reflection of the basic trajectory of 
multiculturalism, biased by the union of culturalist primordialism and hegemonic Euro
centrism. Cultural diversity is reduced to cultural differences, a folkloric spectacle, whi
le culture has become the depoliticized domain of multimedia events. 

The cultural has acquired an independent role. In their bare and distorted forms, cul
.tural explanations have colonized the social by means of culturization. The social space 
has been reduced to a site for the production of identities or merely differentiated entiti
es. What is not usually recognized is inequalities in the economic domain, and that the 
social struggle continues through the cultural. This is the sensitive dialectical relations
hip between culture and social structure which must be observed. 
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Immigrant edmiclty is not now - if it ever was • solely the expression of pluralism in 

the cultural sense (Alund 1995). Whatever we mean by the cultural associated with eth
nicity, the structural constraints of the societal majority are rapidly infecting iL Ethnici
ty is becoming an expression of specific reactions to the growing experiences of multi
ple exile among a majority of Scandinavian immigrants. The social petrification of a hi
erarchical ethnic division oflabour and the social/political marginalization of immigrant 
populations are cardinal factors in the development of culture and ethnicity. 

The question of culture in ethnicity is obviously a battlefield, expressing contradic
tions in the politics of multiculturalism and in the mainstream intellectual discourse. 
The rhetoric of multiculturalism, and contingent politics of recognition, tend in general 
to neglect bierarchical dissonance of social inequality, explaining structurally 'derived 
pluralism in terms of cultural stereotypes. In this way multiculturalism is constructed as 
an organization of differences in parallel worlds. 

2. Feminism and recognition of difference · 
Dominant academic discourse has actually helped to construct opposition between Us 
and Other. The problem of continuous strangeness is bound into the dominant societal 
construction of the Other and the Self. The ways and forms in which it operates across 
time and space. forging marginalized social categories through various combinations of 
racialized, genderized or ethnicized humanity, in politics and through cultural producti
on and representations, should be a cenlral theme for feminist research and political dis
cussion. Not least because the excluded, «the Other» the «lnvandrare», the «Ausllln
der», as Nora Rllthzel (1995) infonns us, are constructed as «the counterimages of 'Hei
mat'"· They represent a threat of exposing internal contradictions of the imagined har
mony of the Heimat. 

However, the fon:e of an oppressive traditional culture has, on the whole, been a do
minant theme in popular as well as academic conceptions of Swedish migrant women. 
who are otherwise largely invisible in Swedish feminist research. The popular dichot
omization of people into categories like «Swedes» and «immigrants", «modern" and 
«traditional» have governed the understanding of difference. It is in this spirit that the 
image of immigrant women became constructed within the frameworlc of opposition 
between modernity and tradition. 

Women of migrant background have continuously been represented as belonging to 
an undeveloped culture. in contrast to a modem, superior and supposedly homogeneous 
«Swedish culture», with connotations of a «natural order». The very notion of «immi
grant women" • a discursively created stereotyped category - comprises a significant 
example of stigmatized «Othcmcss" (Atund 1988, 1996a). With few exceptions, the litt
le that has been published has only contributed to confirming the popular image of «im. 
migrant women" as largely subordinated, passive and driven solely by tradition (cf. cri
tical discussion in Knocke 1991, 1994, Atund 1991, 1994a. 1996a). 

What is usually not recognized is that cultures are formed within the frameworlc of 
both pre- and post-migratory antagonisms and related to emergent struggles in the pre
political contexts of everyday life, as well as in wider public arenas (Alund 1991). Rat-
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her than being passive victims, women who immigrated actively employ the complex 
cultural symbolism of their histories to challenge contemporary forms of subordination 
and, in the process, they create new solidarities. In the Swedish context the role of wo
men in the development of culture ·and local urban communities is often essential in that. 
they act as the main bearers_ of informal networks integrating local public life. Centred 
around the family, the household and local community life, such female networks may 
nurture boundary-crossing cult,ip,1 dispositions and give birth to new forms of social or
ganization. Within the locus ofthe local neighbourhood and of everyday life, a subtle 
and complex identity work anchors new forms of consciousness and alternative definiti
ons (Alund 1991). 

Sustained by the mediating space of female social networks, new solidarities and 
complex cultural identities can emerge from struggles centred around the power of defi
nitions. Collectively experienced social injuries (related-to segregation, discrimination 
and political marginalization) affect the generation of shared values in such a way that, 
instead of the «personal» representing the «political», the political ( or communal) posl· 
tion becomes personalized. Dynamic communication linking an individual experience 
with the reason for an intimate social circle generates a critical awareness. Creative re
sistance to stigmatizing institutional labelling is articulated through their own culturally 
derived discourse (Alund 1988, 1991 Alund and Schierup 1991). 

Among Swedish women from the former Yugoslavia experiences of solidarity, coo
peration and rebellion against oppression seem to have their historical roots in female 
practices in spheres such as the household. the fields, handicrafts, or trading (cf. Riht
man-Augustin 1984). Embedded in the values and types of social relations found in the 
rural societies most of them emigrated from, informal subcultures have developed and 
been transformed into networks of «immigrant women» trying to cope with new dilem
mas and conflicts. 

In that they deal with current dilemmas and social problems ( of discrimination and 
ethnic conflicts) and are often expressed in broader forms of solidarity transgressing 
narrow ethnic boundaries, emerging forms of consciousness are definitely «modem». At 
the same time they are connected with «tradition» and a socio-cultural «heritage» in the 
country of origin. This tradition cannot, however, be reduced to the «patriarchal oppres
sion»; just as there is a strong element of patriarchal oppression in modem countries of 
immigration, there has always, as Dunja Rihtman-Augustin (1984) argues, been an ele
ment of rebellion embedded in concealed «female subcultures» flourishing in the inter
stices of the patriarchal system. In The Structure of Traditional Thought Rihtman-Au
gustin (I.bid.) rejects the static, unidimensional, normative approach to what is conven
tionally described as «traditional society». Instead, she draws attention to the existence 
of a complex and dynamic duality between the prescribed norms of an ideal order and_ 
an everyday reality marked by conflicting definitions and resistance. 

Rihtman-Augustin 's argument concerning the multidimensional aspects of the tradi
tional female subculture fits in well with the global approach of Linda ·Nicholson's 
( 1986) Gender and History. Nicholson claims that «ignored facts» (Ibid.: 205), such as 
cultural experiences from «non-Western countries and family forms», retroactively for
ced them to adopt the Western concept of history, which became «the norm to which ot-
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hers have been taught to asplte» (ibid.: 208). This type of criticism focuses on the ten
dencies in contemponu:y feminist research not only to take Western norms as «given by 
nature», but also as «sUperior,,. 

3. Nonnality, hegemony and the Other 
The current stage of academic debate regarding the growing interest in cultural differen
ces mirrors an ongoing struggle over definitions of normality that has characterized the 
feminist debate since its earliest days. The recognition of differences in feminist theory 
was preceded by criticism of normality definitions and ethnocentricity in the mainstre
am discourse, initiated by black feminists in the United States and Britain. The essenti
al aspects of this critique concerned the problems of either «invisibility» of black and 
ethnic women in the writings of white feminists or their «visibility» as victims. But it 
was particularly the critique of the «victim» perspective and its relation to the dominant 
research tradition focusing on the triple oppression ( of ethnicity, class and gender) that 
opened up for new understanding of the relationship between normality definition, colo
nial and post-colonial imaginations, images and the struggle for the Self among oppres
sed peoples. 

In his essay «The Politics of Recognition», Charles Tuylor (1992), referring to Fa
non, points to the effects that the imposition of the colonizer's inferiorizing image of the 
colonized has on the subjugated people. Taylor problematizes modernity's limitations 
and dislocations between the Enlightenment-based Utopia of universalism and a sprea
ding of marginalization, exclusion, oppression and the making invisible of those (mino
rities, immigrants) who are regarded as «the Other». Non-recognition or misrecognition 
can be «a form of oppression, imprisoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced 
mode of being,,, he writes (lbid:25). Individuals and groups «can suffer real damage, 
real distortion, if the people or the society around them mirror back to them a confining 
or demeaning or contemptt'ble picture of themselves» (ibid). Recognition of fellow 
beings represents a vital human need, and misrecognition represents not just a lack of 
respect rather «it can Inflict a grievous wound, saddling its victims with a crippling self
hatred» (ibid: 26). 

In this perspective, victimization of immigrant and minority women represents a 
discoursively important production of images, as was pointed out, long before Taylor, 
by a several feminists of minority background. However, it was Taylor's essay that be
came widely referred to in the growing scientific orientation towards the issue associa
ted with «the politics of recognition», I.e. political space for the recognition of cultural 
differences, as well as Its manifold relationship to the question of multiculturalism. 

The Importance of recognition of «cultural differences» or, more precisely, recogni
tion of black, ethnic and immigrated women in the texts and politics of mainstream fe
minism, has only recently entered the scene of international feminist studies. The per
ception of diversity as a threat has gradually been replaced by claims for development of 
the politics of recognition of differences. 

The evolution of feminism from what Iris Young (1990a) called «humanist femi
nism•, focusing on demands for equality of status and equal rights, into so-called «gy
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nocentric feminism», or a woman<entrcd standpoint ( «Standpoint feminism»), based 
on what is distinctively womanly, such as maternity and caring, was dominated by a ho
mogenized image of Woman as normative: the white, middle-class woman. The margi
nalization of black and migrant women and what was called «the other opinion» in the 
mainstream feminist discourse was met with criticism, exposing the problems of ethno
centricity and politics of domination in the production of scientific knowledge. 

Gloria Hull (1982) expressed this pithily with the title of her book «All the Women 
Are White, All the Blacks Are Men, But Some of Us Are Brave». In a much publicized 
article, «White women listen!»,'Hazel Carby (1982) argues that to get women to get to
gether to fight for their common' interests, it was lint necessary to get white women to 
do something about the racism within themselves. Racism became seen as ihe root of 
the problem. 

In claiming that race is the primary soun:e of their oppression, feminists among 
black and migrant women «threw into doubt the universality of the central categories 
and assumptions of mainstream feminist analyses», as Daiva Stasiulis (Stasiulis 1987) 
argued. For black and migrant women, as Ellie Vasta (I 992: 14) also claims, to start to 
identify themselves «outside the mainstream women's movement was both a political 
gesture to break the notion of homogeneity and an act of self-empowerment,,. 

This kind of criticism from minority women was followed by self-criticism within 
mainline feminism from the mid-80s. Critique within mainstream discourse put forwanl 
arguments that, historically, white femininity bad been constructed through offensive 
stereotypes and myths pitting «European» and «civilized» against «non-European» and 
«non-civilised» (cf. e.g. Barrett & McIntosh 1985 Harding 1986 Elshtain 1986 Nichol
son 1986). 

This brief summary also points to the further evolution of feminist research which, 
particularly since the early 1990s, bas begun to be characterized by recognition as well 
as scrutinization of differences. 

4. Identity politics: their potential and traps 
To start with, the recognition of a variety of experiences and identities - social, cultural 
and sexual - was met with opposition. Identity politics was seen as representing a divisi
ve threat to the political unity and theoretical core of feminism. However, assisted by vi
tal impulses from French deconstructivism and post-structuralism, new orientations 
have spread internationally throughout post-modernist discourses (Evans 1995 Farganis 
1994). They focus essentially on culture and identity. At the same time, however, critical 
disputes about the political and theoretical consequences of identity politics started to 
make their mark. Theories and politics of difference were criticised for their culturali
zing and essentializing impact. An increasing interest in social dimensions such as class9 
institutionally embedded racism and social exclusion is coming to the fore. A new rese
arch agenda is taking shape. The association between social, cultural and identity-see
king processes is being stressed. 

Several feminists engaging in the debate for the need for reorientation have warned 
against reductionist separation of structures of domination. Androcentrism, racism and 
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class oppression both overlap and conflict. As argued by Floya Anthias and N"m1 Yuval 
Davis (1992), we have to be aware of inler!ection between gender, class, ethnicity and 
racialized state practices. Reductionist disconnection of ethnicity from an interrelated 
spectrum of «s~ inequalities,. may lead to a fruitless debate and competing hie
rarchizations of oppression. In other words, competing claims regarding the extent to 
which race, gender or class constitutes the greatest oppression. 

Attention is also drawn to the pitfall of distinction implicit in identity politics (Yu
val-Davis 1996) - particularly the risk of creating new «purified» cultures. One result of 
culturally defined forms of politics of identity can be a retreat into «ghettoized lifesty
les» (Parmar 1989). 

Conceptions of what identity is are frequently based on reductionist assumptions of 
cultural homogeneity. The relationship among group identities and cultures in Western 
society is, as Iris Young (1990) pointed out, blotted by racism, sexism and xenophobia 
Identification of Us and the Others may develop via deman:ation of different Others as 
being inferior. What is needed, Young tells us (I.bid.), is recognition of cultural differen
ces within the frameworlc of equal conditions. However, in the same instant she claims 
that we have to open up for the «unassimilated Other». This position is biased by essen
tialist notions of culture and lack of recognition of hybrid and composite ·identities. Re
cognition of the culturally different, such as the «unassimilated» Others, which Young 
pleads for, risks producing new demarcations and constructions of Others. No-one today 
lives in worlds which are «genuine" and «unassimilated» in terms of cultural identity. 
Well-meaning attempts at rendering Others culturally visible may give rise to just as 
many problems as does homogenization of femininity (Brunt 1989 Bottomley 1991). 

The issue of politics of recognitioo is complex and by.no means straightforward (cf. 
Trow 1996). In black academic circles, for instalice, it is met with ambivalence. As bell 
hooks (1991) pointed out, identities are complex, and the deconstruction - whether from 
within or without - of essentialized black identities can make their heterogeneity highly 
visible. This can facilitate recognition of a similarity of worlds of experience across con
structed boundaries. The reality of blacks is, however, characterized by racism, and as 
long as racist practices remain, politics of identity will remain central to the black poli
tical struggle (i.bid.). 

This illustrates the connection between identity politics and social exclusion. It also 
exposes problems related to citizenship and its central issue of universalism versus par
ticularism. The academic challenge which identity politics gave rise to within feminist 
research bas resulted in a search for new analytical categories in order to find «new mo
des of articulation between the universal and the particul""' as Chantal Mouffe (1993) 
expressed iL Concepts such as «differentiated universalism» (Lister 1996) and «trans
versal dialogue» (Yuval-Davis 1996) express this endeavour. New forms of the politics 
of solidarity, which would be capable of encompassing the cultural voices and represen
tations of difference, are adduced (Yeatman 1993). Pertaining to ethnically or racially 
defined minorities, the academic discussion centres increasingly on the problem of in
jecting recognition of cultural particularity into universalism, but without overshado
wing socially constructed inequalities appearing as divergences (Lister 1996). 

Here ethnicity is more and more frequently associated with varying conditions for 
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membership of society; social justice, participation in the political process, and other~ 
peels of the status and conditions of citizenship (Marshall 1950, Turner 1990) under 
which questions of social exclusion and inclusion occupy a central place. This applies in 
particular to the political exclusion of refugees, temporary asylum, temporary labour 
conditions, and to the discrimination to which migrant and minority women in general 
are exposed within the European Union (cf. Morokvasic 1984, 1991, 1993 Knocke 1995 
and others). 

Women as independent migrants have to an increasing extent become «the new hel
ots» (Cohen 1987) of a changjng world order. Women now constitute well over half of 
those involved in global migration. A significant example of this development is repre
sented by the thousands of Tl!ird World maids and nannies, without any legal rights 
whatever, forced to leave home to go into service with rich families in the USA, Hong 
Kong, Europe and other places. 

However, Philippine housemaids are organizing world-wide against the ex!Ieme 
oppression to which they are exposed (Stasiulis & Bhakan 1996). This example illustra
tes the emergence of organised resistance among migrant women, a development that 
since the beginning of 1990s has been reported from different parts of the world of im
migration. Discussing political activism of Pakistani diasporic women, Pnina Werbner 
( 1996: 5) argues that «they have, literally, rewritten the moral terms of their citizenship 
- from passive to active, from disadvantaged underclass and racialized minority to an 
elite cadre of global citizens». On behalf of Australia, Ellie Vasta (1992: 3) writes that 
«migrant women's racially structured gender position has led to the emergence of orga
nizations like the SPEAKOUT and ANESBWA. and has led to their struggles and 'cul
tures of resistance• against marginalization in economic, state, cultural and political 
arenas•. From this kind of political platform, migrant women seem to start moving to
wards broader solidarities, across ethnicities and sexualities. They have recognized that 
identity politics is not an end in itself but a precursor to further, more broadly based ac
tivities and alliances, based on political commitments rather than on identities (I.bid.). 

An increased insight into internationalization of racialized bounda,y-building as 
well as into the politics of resistance, alliances and coalitions across ethnic and gender 
boundaries has thus developed within international gender research. In Sweden, these 
questions have long been confined to a small group of feminists with immigrant back-
ground. · 

The gradual awareness of ethnicity in the Swedish feminist debate and growing in
terest in women who have immigrated raises the need for a general analytical shift: a 
shift from stereotype interpretations towards a more comprehensive recognition of the 
conditions of their belonging, here and now, and of their own experience (Alund 1991). 

This has become particularly important as the focus of empirical research and the 
academic and public debate in Sweden as well as in the rest of Scandinavia has moved 
away from first generation migrants to so called «immigrant youth». These new Swedes 
are fighting for membership of a society which still does not regard them as part of itself 
or as real Swedes. Their search for an identity is marked by conflicting experiences of 
local integration into segregated conditions of suburban life and a broadly based feeling 
of being excluded from the wider national community (Alund 1997). 
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5. Culture and the politics of resistance · 
Complex societies are characterized, on the one band, by global movements of people 
and commodities: an intense cultural development undeq,inned by ramified n~tworb of 
communication and social relations. The inequable evolution of modem SOCJety leads, 
on the other band, to the polarization of the distribution of resources and of economic 
and political power, to the formation of hierarchies gl~bally, ~atio?31IY and locall!. The
se processes underlie migration, segregation and social conflicts m «the global city. as 
well as constituting the frameworlc for the growth of contemporary expressions of cultu
re. Living in complex societies entails a multiplicity of participation «in more or less 
discrepant universes of discourses• as Barth (1989: 130) observed. Referring to culture, 
Barth argues that people today move between different partial and simultaneous worl~ 
and therefore «their cultural construction of reality springs not from one source and 1s 
not of one place» (I.bid). In a similar vein, Hall (1996) describes identities (in late mo
dem times) as strategic and positional, constantly in the p~s of chan~e and tI:1"5for
mation, «never singular but multiply constructed across different, often mtersecting and 
antagonistic discourses, practices and positions• (fbid: 4). 

Diversification of cultures is closely related to a remarkable openness towards the 
ability of a specific cultural idiom to interact with «outside» signals and to inco'.l"""te 
them (cf. Sollors 1989). This dcvelpment represents, as U1f Hannen: argues, not Just «a 
matter of assimilating items of some distant provenance into a fundamentally local cul
ture» (I 990: 238) particularly by way of globalized commodities. Much ~f what «passes 
for novel cultural interchange these days is instead», Steve Vertovec wntes (!996: 394) 
with reference to Hanncrz (I.bid.), a view of «cosmopolitanism as a perspective, a state 
of mind or a mode of managing meaning». 

Emerging mixtures of cultures and cultural innovations, as well as a mul~plicity of 
identities (in an individual as well as a collective sense), illustrate the diversity of co?
temporary multicultural society and its potential for change.1'.lowever, one ~re lack ~n 
the predominant debate (in Sweden as in Europe in gener:uJ 1s no~-~gmtion of this 
kind of «multi-cultural multiplicity» (I.bid.). As the Bntish soc1ologist Stuart Hall 
(1993:361) puts it, cultural multiplicity is the des~ny of mod~ ~~ty. This d~ ?ol 
automatically mean that anyone will notice the vanety of multiphc1ty, ~f I may put 11_1~ 
that: the real risk is that the cultivation of various «pure» forms of n~tio?al and ~tio
nal identity continue to represent the public discourse for the organIZation of multicul-
turalism. · 

Several scholan in this field have pointed out that the growth of new cultural ex
pressions and cultural fusions transcending frontiers characterise multicultural Europe
an societies to an ever-increasing extent (Gilroy 1987, Jones 1988, Hannerz 1990, 
Alund & Schicrup 1991, Hall 1992, Hewitt 1992, Vcrtovec 1996): . . 

The emergence of cultural multiplicity is related to transethnic social rel~ti?ns and 
new bridge-building transcultural systems of meaning, as well as to the association bet-.. 
ween new cultural expressions, social subordination, resistance thro~g? culture, "?d the 
growth of new transethnic social solidarities. Development of new d1stmct :iesthetics, as 
well as the emergence ofnew social movements, is based on the charged IDIXture ofb~
aches of cultural frontiers and social marginalization - not least among young people m 
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multiethnic cities. The romplex interplay between ethnicity, gender and generation 
fonns the implosive force for a reflective rejection of both old and new forms of oppres
sion, as well as new forms of solidarity and collective identity. Youth especially are 
being moulded into new transcultural communities by the conditions and realities of 
contemporary multiethnic society. This is a social force which for far too long has at
tracted insufficient attention. · 

As Angela McRobbie pointed out (1994), international research into young people 
contains many uninvestigateiJ areas in the field of relationships between gender, ethnici
ty and youth. An encroaching societal context of social and cultural submissiveness cha
racterizes the lives of ethnic.;young girls in particular. But, as McRobbie stresses, it is 
not least among young women that a thought-provoking kind of resistance and a new 
cultural language seem to be growing: a new, «hybrid» ethnicity in which not least the 
rhetoric of proud young womanhood comes to expression. 

In the multiethnic cities of today, young people develop complex life forms related 
to the social conditions experienced and the entire polyphony of cultural styles; local, 
national and global influences fuse with each other. In Stockholm, as in the other big ci
ties of Western Europe, new cultures transcending frontiers, cultural amalgamations and 
transethnic urban social movements have taken successive fonn (Alund 1993, 1995, 
1996b. 1997). Daily meetings with and experience of ethnically mixed society stimula
te young people in particular to a bridging of ethnic boundaries and fusion of cultural 
expression, as reflected in work on identity at the collective level as well as at the indi
vidual one (I.bid.). 

Young people are socially conscious and critical of the increasing discrimination in 
society. Consciousness of a shared position of subordination in society diffuses down 
via the words of rap music, branching out into new and growing social movements 
against racism and enforced ethnic boundaries (Alund 1994). Fonnation of new voices 
and new «hybrid» identities is, as Homi K. Bhabha says (1996: 58), closely related to 
construction of visions of «community and versions of historic memory that give narra
tive fonn to the minority positions they occupy, the outside of the inside: the part in the 
whole•. 

The expression of these processes is deeply embedded in the autobiographical stori
es of young women which I collected in the course of my fieldwork in Stockholm 
(Alund 1997). The feeling of outsider identity, and the search for socio-cultural belong
ing characterize in a high degree their identity-work. The social contexts and immediate 
life-worlds, with their inequalities and tensions, carry fundamental conflictul!I forces 
(belonging/not belonging), which are particularly important for young people who are 
called «immigrants» and strangers, generation after generation. Their often marginal 
position in the societal division of labour - and that of their paIC11ts as well - carries gre
at significance for the character and role of their ethnic identity. However, ethnic identi
ty, and identification based on ethnic affiliation, are by no means self-evident. The indi
vidual interviews repeatedly expose a destabilization of fixed ethnicities in the process. 

Young people mediate experiences related to a variety of social and cultural worlds. 
They live in close and constant contact with the intensive cultural multiplicity of daily 
life. Diverse cultural elements are mixed and crossed; new identities are created. What 
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they tell me is permeated by a multiplicity of histories, memories and dreams of overco
ming the experience of not belonging. Behind the individual life stories, a common pat
tern emerges: the need to connect split worlds and to transgress existing boundaries. A 
successful way «home» and of belonging requires bridges that connect and include. 

Against this background I have found it crucial to transcend the particularizing dis
courses on differences. My research has come to be centred on investigations of urban 
politics of similarity and resistance emerging from recognition of shared social conditi
ons and cultural expressions. That is the emergence of transcultural identities and new 
social movements, particularly as they find expression among young women in multi-
ethnic urban settings. . 

The notion of transculturalism is central to this connection (Alund and Schierup 
1991). This is important, concerning both an understanding of the composite character 
of modem identity and the conditions for development of boundary transgressing, new 
social and political solidarities. 

The contradictory dimensions of homogenizing global cultural flows and diversify
ing global division of power in a complex manner affect social hierarchies expressed in 
gender and ethnic relations, as well as political struggles and cultural politics. The im
pottance of transcultural convenations, not least on the issues of gender, can therefore 
not be stressed enough. Inter-cultural and uansnational conversations inhibit political 
potential: connecting different experiences and historical memories can help us to ad
vance our intellectual understanding of the contemporary forms of oppression as well as 
to develop global politics of solidarity. 

As I have a,gued, a culturalist tendency is still strongly present among Scandinavian 
feminists, as it is in the academic discourse in general. Classification of people in terms 
of culture and of cultmes in termS of ethnicity • a classification which fails to acknow
ledge that cultmes, identities and ethnicities are hybrid, composite and interlaced with 
social structure. promotes a hegemonic social order and legitimizes the exclusion of 
ethnic minorities, not least minority women. What follows is the present deepening di
vision of society along ethnic lines. 

This brings us to the need for developing new critical research, a research which em
phasizes social citizenship, which links citizenship to economic and social rights, which. 
cultivates richness of diversity while combating pluralism of oppression. 
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